Market Demand
There is unprecedented viewer interest in live sports content that has spurred the creation of new
over the air and digital sports networks all across the world. This has created a demand in the
mobile television production market for high quality, network level productions that are produced
much more efficiently and cost effectively, while delivering consistent results and great looking
programs. These new and incumbent sports networks cannot compromise on the look and feel
of their productions, whether they are covering school and college, or regional and national
professional sporting events, openTruck answers the call.
The openTruck™ Solution
openTruck is a blueprint for a new breed of modern compact production vehicle
(or flight pack) with outsized production capabilities. These designs came out of
research and trials conducted with clients over a multi-year period in exploring how to
take best advantage of new Ross Video developments in graphics and production
switching capabilities to simplify and streamline sophisticated productions.

The openTruck Advantage.

To meet the demand of sports clients, Ross created Ross Mobile Productions
in the United States which has built its own fleet of production vehicles around
a set of core technologies and designs, perfecting and proving the openTruck
concept day in and day out on many hundreds of productions produced
annually.
openCrew™
At the same time, many colleges and universities in the United States
and other parts of the world have adopted the core of openTruck’s
designs to produce their own productions and train new graduates
in openTruck production techniques, creating a new workforce that
understands modern production workflows.
Join Us
The best part is, these proven Ross openTruck designs
and production techniques described here are available for
anyone to adopt.

openTruck is both a
Platform and a Community
Created by Ross Video, the openTruck production system is
both a standardized production platform and a community,
bringing together all the technical and operational elements to
produce great content.

The Platform
openTruck provides a standardized yet customizable way to implement affordable mobile production designs. Mobiles built using the openTruck blueprint, are
equipped to deliver a predictable production experience and outstanding results.
Whether you are producing a network broadcast, a production for Internet delivery,
OTT or VOD services, openTruck is exactly what you need to efficiently produce
great shows.
openTruck designs support varying crew capacities, supporting up to twice
the number of positions normally found in a vehicle of a particular size. Smaller
vehicles and enclosures provide better fuel efficiency, which leads to significantly
lower costs to travel from event to event.
openTruck is vehicle agnostic and can be built in varying sizes depending on
your specific needs. Flight packs, sprinter-type vans, trailers, and forty foot boxes have all have been used as openTruck vehicles.
The Community
openTruck partners include equipment manufacturers, system integrators,
truck builders, mobile producers and freelance operators. Equipment
manufacturers contribute their technology into the openTruck ecosystem and
agree to support openTruck initiatives for workflow and interoperability. Truck
builders and system integrators become openTruck partners to have access
to the designs and build openTruck compliant systems. Mobile producers are
companies that operate and offer openTrucks to rent into the market place.
openCrew is the community of operators and freelancers that know openTruck
and work on openTruck productions.
Free to Join
openTruck specifications, partnerships and community membership are
available at no charge to interested parties that qualify.

Proven
• Proven on thousands of events
• Chosen by top regional and national networks
• A ready market for openTruck productions

Better Productions

openTruck Benefits

• Advanced technology solution that delivers higher quality
productions
• Tight workflow integration means more efficient use of both
technology and staff
• Standard platform minimizes distractions, allowing focus on
the production instead of making the technology work.

Easy Deployment
• Off the shelf blue print from Ross
• openTruck builder and equipment partners available to help
• openCrew operators available that know the system

openTruck Layouts
openTruck is versatile and can be deployed in everything from a flight
pack to a truck body of your choosing that provides sufficient operator
space and payload.

openTruck Workflow

What’s Required?

local scoreboard data

openTruck offers a tightly integrated graphic and video
workflow system.
INCEPTION SOCIAL
Inception Social captures social media
content into XPression templates for
live tweets or audience polling.

openTruck is complimented by highly integrated products
from Ross and other vendor partners.

league
stats

TYPICAL EQUIPMENT LIST
Cameras

DASHBOARD
easy to use, sports
specific app

data

Lenses

control

Datalinq
PRODUCTION
HEADQUATERS

Recording and Playback / Instant Replay Servers
Graphics

XPRESSION
XPression workflow is core to openTruck. DashBoard apps
make graphic templates for even the most complex events
easy to operate. Datalinq makes it straight forward to connect
into league and local scoreboard data sources and automatically pump up-to-the-second stats into XPression templates.

A growing list of television networks have XPression
Project Servers deployed and openTruck will plugand-play with them.

Infrastructure / Transmission

Unlimited graphic layers coupled with frame accurate control
from Ross production switchers make a single channel of
XPression look like many channels of traditional graphics.

XPRESSION PROJECT SERVER
network

Camera Support (Tripods)
Switching / Effects

frame accurate control

Graphic artists at the main production facility build
and modify templates that are automatically pushed
by XPression Project Server to the locations they are
needed. Just new graphics are transmitted over the
network connection, keeping the update time low and
conserving bandwidth.

CARBONITE
The world’s most popular
mid-sized switcher

updated graphics

Router Equipment
Audio Mixing Console
Intercom System

OPENGEAR
MSE / SDE Series IP
Streaming Encoders

CAMERA
Ross, Ikegami
or Hitachi

XPRESSION DESIGNER SYSTEMS

CARBONITE INTEGRATED MULTIVIEWERS

live data to
XPression

REPLAY
Abekas Mira or
EVS XT Nano

VIEWCONTROL
ViewControl simplifies a production dramatically, allowing the TD to control the action
from a simple touch screen user interface with
integrated MultiViewer.
Even the most complex productions can be
operated with ViewControl.

Number as required, Min 2/3”, 3 x Chip 1080i/50/60 Native Processing | Ross, Ikegami or Hitachi
Suitable lenses for coverage of field and stadium | Canon or Fujinon
Suitable for camera / lense weight combination | User Preference
Ross Carbonite or Acuity Series
Abekas Mira or EVS XT Nano
Ross XPression Studio - Dual Channel
openGear | Ross or equivalent, DashBoard controlled
Ross Ultrix or NK series Routers (72x72 minimum recommended)
Audio Production System from openTruck | Studer, Soundcraft, DiGiCo or Lawo
Suitable intercom from openTruck Partners | Clearcom or Riedel

Microphones, Stands, and Accessories

User Preference

Lights

User Preference

Vehicle

3500 Sprinter Ext Mercedes or User Preference

Air Conditioning / Heating

Adequate Cooling / Heating for geographical region | User Preference

Power System (Generator)

User Preference
* please visit www.opentruck.tv for an up-to-date list of our current partners

Ross Creative Services Available for openTruck Partner

openCrew Community
openCrew

When you don’t have the time or simply need some extra assistance with the creation of graphics, Ross has you covered with Rocket Surgery Creative Services. “The

One of the challenges in any production is finding

Rocket” knows openTruck and the art of making great looking data-driven graphics

the right crew. Having experienced professionals that

for sports environments with easy to use DashBoard applications to load and run

know the equipment and processes is key to ensuring

graphics in the system.

the delivery of a predictable and consistent produc-

Rocket Surgery has the expertise you need for a wide variety of applications when it

tion with outstanding results. This is where openCrew

comes to graphics for television and sports as a one-stop-shop for leading-edge

comes in.

design and API development. Rocket Surgery experts specialize in design authoring

openCrew provides a talented pool of operators

for and precision delivery to the powerful XPression Real-Time motion graphics platform, taking full advantage of its superior functionality, and providing you with another

listed in the openCrew community and available for

competitive edge. With XPression, Adobe Suite, and a host of 3D software and

openTruck operators to hire.

plug-ins, Rocket Surgery not only has the tools but the creativity to realize your vision.

Operators with openTruck experience are encouraged

Data drives the design, and Rocket Surgery knows how to manage it to maximize

to join the openCrew Community and provide details of

visual impact. As experts in API development and the Ross DashBoard application,

their experience, knowledge level and location.

Rocket Surgery can design an API to do what you need to keep your data under
control, and build custom DashBoard interfaces to simplify production.
Rocket Surgery graphics present information in new and innovative ways that are
guaranteed to captivate and inform audiences. From broadcast graphics and animation to dazzling arena displays, experts will assist your team to maximize production
value. Let Rocket Surgery help you bring your brand to life.

Want to Join?

Go to www.opentruck.tv/opencrew
and apply today!

openTruck Partners Ecosystem
openTruck Technology Partner | Qualified Equipment & Integration Services
There are two types of openTruck technology partners, equipment manufacturers and truck builders or system integrators.
openTruck Equipment Manufacturers are listed on the openTruck website. They are familiar with openTruck designs and know which
of their products fits best into the openTruck environment. These partners have agreed to support the openTruck initiatives for workflow and interoperability.
openTruck Builders are organizations that have the know-how to build an openTruck. They have the blueprints and understanding of what building a high quality yet cost efficient production truck is all about.

openTruck Production Partners | Operators
openTruck Production Partners are operators that have chosen to implement the openTruck blueprint and understand openTruck production environments and workflow. Designing a truck and selecting the right equipment is a
complicated process; while selling a non-standard truck design can be a challenge for operators. openTruck solves
both of these problems with proven off the shelf designs and a ready market that understands what openTruck
can deliver – making it easy while significantly reducing risks associated with the capital cost of building a mobile. You new openTruck can fit right in to the thousands of productions done annually and help satisfy the
rapidly expanding need for openTruck services.

Join the Ecosystem.
Simply email solutions@rossvideo.com to express your interest in learning more about joining
the openTruck movement and we’ll get right back to you.

All openTruck owners, operators
and technology partners are listed
on the openTruck website.

